
 

 

man and the whole society. A fulfilled life in society upon earth—the 

highest and completest life possible, not only possible but inevitable to the 

human being—that is the work for which he laboured. Man's mind and 

intelligence, his life- energy, his body-form are all taken up, purified of the 

lower formulation, remoulded into the mode and pattern of the supramental 

truth-consciousness: he becomes a complete, integral perfect being 

expressing and embodying in all his limbs and movements the supreme 

reality made of utter truth and knowledge and power and delight. This being 

his individual life, his collective or social life too would figure the same 

pattern. A new society in which men have found their soul and soul function 

is a harmonious, a unitary body, composed of individuals who by living each 

one in his self live in all and living in all each one lives in his self. Likewise, 

an aggregate of such societies—a society of nations, as it is already called 

somewhat in a prophetic vein,—will also be an inherently harmonious and 

unified, even a unitary body too, since all these larger units will express 

through their corporate life each in its own special way the glory and 

greatness of the Divine Consciousness. 

In this global reconstitution of the earth life, Sri Aurobindo gives India a 

great role—a mighty destiny and a heavy responsibility. For he considers 

India as the repository of the spiritual consciousness, the Guardian of Truth, 

as the Veda says, and in the new age of world unification her national being 

will act as the spearhead breaking into the old-world formations and 

signalling the shape of things to come. 

II 

"The poet of patriotism, the prophet of nationalism and the lover of 

humanity" he was, in the famous words of his advocate and friend and 

follower who stood for him before the bar of History for his cause, and not 

merely before a British Court of Justice. Indeed he was all that, but today we 

have to add another epithet and complete the description. For he is now the 

builder of the Life Divine. This was indeed the secret Truth that worked in 

him from behind and gave to these 
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